**MIT accepts 1836 students**

By Michael J. Garrison

The Admissions Office released a list of the names and addresses of the 1836 prospective students accepted to the MIT Class of 1989 yesterday afternoon.

The 1836 is an increase of approximately 50 students over last year, according to Senior Associate Director of Admissions John C. McLellan. "The number of deferred acceptances has dropped to 1003 to 1050 — 57 percent of those accepted — will come to the Institute in the fall," McLellan said. "We have a tail of 385... but I hope this will not be needed."

"Our major constraint is housing," explained, because all freshmen are guaranteed room in a residence system.

About 6000 students applied by admission to the Class of '89, according to the Admissions Office. MIT accepted 1313 men and 523 women. "The number of minorities is down slightly," she added, but "the number who are holding our own" in comparison with past years.

"Sought knowledge of all applicants. The percentage of admitted women who enroll at MIT is higher than the percentage of admitted men, she said. McLellan attributed this to the smaller number of prospective women students in the pool."

The Admissions Office also sponsors Campus Preview in April in an effort to convince more women to attend. The event will be held at MIT April 8-9 this year. A similar program for admitted minority students is scheduled for April 12-14. "Usually, having [them] see is one way to encourage their acceptance," McLellan said.

"We are about every state in the union" and many foreign countries are represented by the selections, she said. "Typically the Northeast and Middle Atlantic states" contribute most of the undergraduates, McLellan added. Those two regions made up exactly 50 percent of the Class of '89.

MIT was pleased by the diversity of the applicants, especially the "interest in community activity, drama, writing, and sports."

"Computers are no longer a popular topic in applications, she continued. No restrictions were made against applicants who listed electrical engineering or computer science as their major interest. McLellan said, "This is an unrestricted class," she explained. "MIT does not ask applicants for a major, "only an interest.""
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**Faculty debates DOD funds**

**By David Creem**

The Faculty's next committee to examine military research highlighted the monthly faculty meeting held Wednesday.

Many students and teachers voiced concern over the $110 million project conducted on MIT's campus.

``Just about every state in the union has a Draper Labs, a company which has more experience in this type of research," Lerman said. He emphasized that the ramifications of his action, the Committee on Discipline, process new cases on a temporary basis, according to Arthur C. Smith, chairman of the faculty.

``There has been considerable concern by many students about what kind of jobs are available," she said. Many students are afraid they will be limited in their choice of jobs if they do not work in the same area. Kistiakowsky added.

``There is a question of what flavor of campus one would like to have," Kistiakowsky continued.
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